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(ABSTRACT) t

A Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) system is a very efficient storage

device capable of storing large amounts of energy. The primary applications it has been

considered till now are load- levelling and system stabilization.This thesis explores new

applications/ benefits of SMES in power systems. Three areas have been identified.

• Using SMES in conjunction with PV systems.SMES because of their excellent dy-~

namic response and PV being an intermittent source complement one another.A

scheme for this hybrid system is developed and simulation done accordingly.

• Using SMES in an Asynchronous link between Power Systems.SMES when used in

a series configuration between two or more systems combines the benefits of asyn-

chronous connection, interconnection and energy storage. A model of such a

scheme has been developed and the control of such a scheme is demonstrated using

the EMTP.The economic benefits of this scheme over pure power interchange,

SMES operation alone and a battery/dc link is shown. iE
• Improvement of transmission through the use of SMES.SMES when used

fordiurnalload levelling provides additional beneüts like reduced transmissionlosses,reduced

peak loading and more effective utilization of transmission facility, the im-

{



pact of size and location on these benefits were studied, and if used as an asyn-

chronous link provides power flow control.
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1.0 Introduction

The introduction is divided into three sections.Section 1.1 briefly gives the background

of SMES systems.Section 1.2 gives the objectives of this thesis.Section 1.3 deals with the

thesis outline.

1.1 Background

1.11 Working principle of the SMES

A Superconductive magnetic energy storage is capable of storing a large amount of en-

ergy in the magnetic field of a superconducting magnet at high efficiencies (> 90%).This

form of energy storage device is more eflicient than pumped storage and batteries. It

has very fast dynamic response which makes it attractive for system applications. Figure

1.0 Introduction
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1 shows the schematic diagram of a SMES system.The main components are the super- ;
conducting magnet, which functions like an inductor in the form of a solenoid,toroid or . 2

variations of these shapes as discussed in section 1.12.The magnet is kept in the super-

conducting state by the cryogenic system. Energy exchange between the SMES and the

three phase AC system is through the AC/DC converters. These AC/DC converters for

most of the conventional designs is the three phase Graetz bridge.Artificial1y comrnuted

thyristors and gate turn off thyristors can also be used. Control of firing angle of

thyristors gives various modes of real and reactive power operation.

1.12 Status of Research Work On SMES

In the U.S most of the work had been done in the University of Wisconsin and Los

Alomas 1abs.A 30 MJ (8.4 Kwh) SMES was installed and commissioned at Bonneville

Power Administration (BPA) substation in Tacoma Washington, [1] it was designed

primarily to damp the dominant power swing mode of the Pacific AC intertie.In 1984

Bechtel under contract from EPRI came out with a detailed design of a 1000 MW (5500

Mwh) set [2]. There have since been conceptual design improvements.The Japanese

have been doing work on it and have come out with a conceptual design for a 1000 Mw

set[3]. Work has begun for a 20 Mwh SMES unit for Madison Gas & Electric Company.

Most of the research effort has been concentrated in optimizing the magnet design.The

two important shapes for SMES applications are solenoid and the toroid from vhich

there have been a lot of variations, like in solenoids there is the single tunnel [4] ,

multitunnel [5], low aspect ratio [6], single layer, multilayer [2] and in toroids the vari-

ations are force balanced schemes [7] and quasi force free [8] structures.

1.0 Introduction 2
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There are three important parameters considered in magnet design

1.0 Energy/Mass-This is the energy stored per unit mass of conductor (this will vary with

the geometry of coil shape) as the conductor cost forms the main cost of the system this

is a very important parameter.

2.0 Forces in the coil- Lorentz Forces generated by the coil are enormous.Forces devel-

oped on the current carrying conductors is given by the cross product of current density

vector and the Flux density vector, as in a superconductor the current density is very high

extreme Forces are developed which cause limitation in magnet design.

3.0 Stray Magnetic field-As the operating field strength for SMES applications is around

6T, and most SMES designs Favour solenoid design which have high stray magnetic

field.The different solenoid designs have different stray field patterns.

Summary of SMES system designFor the magnet the solenoid is the best in terms of

energy/mass (almost twice that of a toroid), but it has a lot of stray magnetic field.For

load levelling applications this configuration is preferred. The toro_id has half the energy

density oF the solenoid but it has no stray magnetic field.For the power conversion

equipment in most cases the conventional graetz bridge is preferred. As the converter
b

consumes reactive power both in rectifier and inverter mode it could be considerable in

certain operating modes of the SMES. The reactive power consumption is due to the fact

that the firing angle can only be delayed.In artificially commuted thyristors the firing

angle can be advanced thus it can introduce reactive power to the system, but this is

more in the research stage. The superconducting material used / considered for the de-

sign so far has been Niobium-Titanium which exhibits superconducting properties at

around 4 degrees Kelvin. The material cost forms a significant portion of the system

c0st.There have been recent discoveries ofhigher temperature superconductors (ceramics

at 125 degrees k) work is in progress to make them useful for engineering applications

1.0 introduction 3



and also a lot oF research is in the! material science to discover higher temperature

superconductors.As Forces are enormous, SMES For large storage applications are pro-

posed to be buried, and to make use oF the bedrock to counterbalance the Forces.

1.13 Applications of SMES in Power Systems

SMES have very high efiiciencies and Fast dynamic responses, they have been primarily

considered For diurnal load levelling.At night, when the load demand is low, electric

power produced by relatively low cost gnenerators is used to charge up the SMES

systems.During day time, when the load demand is high the energy stored in the SMES

system is discharged to supply the load, thus minimizing the use oF more costly

generators.SMES have also been considered For stabilizations.The only built SMES by

BPA at Tacoma, Washington has been used For this application.

1.2 Objectives ·

The research work till now has been concentrated on the actual magnet design For ap-

plications as outlined in the previous section.The thrust oF this thesis is to explore new

applications/benefits oF SMES in power systems.There have been three areas that have

been identified. Enhancing the utilization of PV systems with SMES, application of

SMES in a asynchronous link between power systems, Impact oF SMES on transmission

{
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systems.Each topic is the theme of a chapter in this thesis. Section 1.3 provides the

outline of this thesis and presents a summary of the major results and contributations.

1.3 Thesis Outline

1.3.1 Chapter 2 Enhancing the utilization of PV systems with SMES

As the needs of Photovoltaic (PV) systems and SMES are complementary a hybrid

scheme could result in an effective system.PV power has the lirnitation of rapid fluctu-

ation due to transient clouds and therefore is considered as an unreliable source, an

SMES has very fast dynamic response, it has a 50m-sec power reverse capability.Further

SMES designs are for burying the magnet underground to support the forces and due
_

to the stray field there is a lot of vacant land available above ground on which PV could

be insta11ed.A scheme of operation for a 24 hr operating period is proposed.A simulation

study has been performed showing the SMES output/ PV output for a 24 hr period for

different weather conditions.Most of the results of this chapter have been published
L

[9,10].
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1.3.2 Chapter 3 Application of SMES in a asynchronous link between

p0W€l' systems

lt introduces the concept that SMES can be incorporated into a back to back DC

link.With a SMES/DC link a SMES can be shared between several neighboring power

systems, furthermore it can be used as an asynchronous link and can be operated such

that significant economic benefits can be obtained over pure interchange or SMES op·

eration alone.The basic operating modes of a two system link is explained.A computer

model has been simulated showing the various parameters over a _24 hour¤period.The

model was validated by the BPA test model. The control of such a scheme has been

developed and an EMTP simulation has been done showing the feasibility of the control

scheme. The economic benefit for a two system operation over a conventional tie has

been done to show the savings in cost due to such a scheme. Some of the contributions

of this chapter has been published [1 1]. —‘ _ S ”

1.3.2 Chapter 4 SMES Impact on Transmission Systems.

Additional benefits like transmission line loss cost, reduction of transmission line loading l

and better utilization of existing transmission facility were identified for SMES per- I
forming load levelling applications.Simulation studies were performed for studying the :
impact of the size and location of SMES on the benefits obtained.A SMES whenusedas

an asynchronous link is shown to provide power flowcontrol.1.0

Introduction 6E
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Figure l. Schematic diagram for the SMES system
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2.0 Enhancing the utilization of PV with SMES

This chapter demonstrates the concept of a hybrid PV-SMES system. Solar

photovoltaic energy is an important source of energy because of the unlimited resources, ‘

maintenance free equipments and the absence of environment problems.One drawback

of PV systems has been the low efliciency of the solar cells (around 10%), but recently

Sandia National lab [12] havereported cells with over 30% efficiency, this is comparable

to coal or oil fired generation.Another major drawback is the fluctuation of PV

power.This is because the power produced by the solar cells is dependent on the amount

of sunlight they receive and therefore variations in atmospheric conditions like clouds

are reflected in the electric power produced.Figure 2 shows the PV output of a 4KV test

facility on a three minute interval in the southeastern U.S. If the capacity of the PV

system relative to the size of the power system is small (<5%) the lluctuations in PV

power are relatively insignificant compared with the power systems load curve and

therefore does not present much problem to the operation or control of the power

system[l3,l4].Traditionally PV systems have therefore been considered for small scale

applications.

2.0 Enhancing the utmzetaeh er PV with sMEs 8
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lf the PV power forms a significant portion of the power system, there are a lot of

technical problems associated with it.To consider such a case, using the 4KV system as

the building block for a central PV system so that it supplies 15% of the power system's

peak demand. A typical summer load curve[l6] for S.E U.S with a peak rating of 259

MW is considered PV generation is treated as negative load, the original load curve and
l

the modified load curve seen by the rest of the system are shown in figure 3. The modi-

fied load curve contains many sharp spikes and as can be observed has very high ramp

rates and would impose an increase in spinning reserve requirement, load following re- h

quirement and control difficulty [13,14,15]. The response rates of thermal units need to

be considered before they are committed which would lead to operations other than

economic dispatch. Existing approaches for such a problem is reducing the PV power
i output, changing the generation mix of the system, forcing the economic reserve to al-

ways provide the higher spinning reserve.

The objective of this chapter is to show the feasibility of using SMES to support large

scale PV generation.A coordinated PV/SMES scheme is proposed, an operating scheme

is developed over a -24 hour period, simulation studies based on the developed scheme

are conducted and the combined PV/SMES output is shown as smooth and controllable

under different weather conditions.

4
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2.1 Hybrid PV-SMES control

The primary goal of the SMES would be diurnal load levelling.As there are large Lorentz
forces encountered the present SMES designs favor burying the magnet so that the
bedrock could provide mechanical support.There is a lot of vacant space because of the

stray magnetic field and would not bc accessible due to environmental reasons.This hy-

brid PV/SMES proposes the utilization of the already available space to store the PV

arrays and to extend the use of SMES, because of its very fast response rates, with the

ability to absorb/release large amount of power make it an excellent choice to regulate

power fluctuation caused by an intermittent source such as PV. The PV and SMES can
I

be connected as a system in many configurations.Figure 4 indicates three possible

configurations.For this study the PV and the SMES are connected in parallel across the

same bus. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram for the combined PV/SMES operation.

Each system may operate independent of each other or may operate in a coordinate

fashion and in that case it is controlled by the PV/SMES coordinated control system.The

input are the measured PV power output(Pd„) the measured SMES power output(P_„) the

power demand signal issued from the power system control ( Pd ) the measured power

from the AC system.The difference between Pd and P„„ is the power command signal for

the SMES system.This is compared with the measured P, to generate an error signal for

the integral controller which then joins the power command to form the composite input

to the firing angle calculator which computes the firing angle for the converter based on

the SMES current level.

(-L + IDC >< Rd)ees er = ——Ll§—————— [2.1]Voc

2.0 Enhaneihg the utilization of PV with SMES l0
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where
oz = Firing angle

P, = Composite Power signal

IDC = DC current

R, = Commutation resistance

VDC = DC Voltage

The firing pulse generator then issues a sequence of firing pulses according to the firing

angle and with reference to the AC bus Voltage to the converter in the SMES system.

2.2 Operating Scheme For the PV/SMES operation

A typical summer day daily load curve [16] is represented by curve A-B-C—D-E-F·G-H-

I-J-K in figure 6.When a SMES system installed to perform diurnal load levelling electric

power generated from low cost base units is used to charge up the SMES between to tz

The base load units would be at setting SP1

Define the following parameters
I

to = Time when SMES begins charging

1, = Time when PV begins generating power

12 = Time when Original Load curve ends charging

1, = Time when Modified Load curve ends charging

1, = Time when Original Load curve begins discharging
1, = Time when Modified Load curve begins discharging

2.0 Enhancing the utilization of PV with SMES ll
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:8 = Time when PV generation ends

:8 = Time when Original Load curve ends discharging

:8 = Time when Modified Load curve ends discharging

PIC, = Total PV generation

PIC = PV power feeding SMES

PIC = PV power feeding Load

S, = SMES charging power

S8 = SMES discharging power

L = Original load curve

ML = Modified load curve

SP1 = Load setting during charge

SP2 = Load setting during discharge for original load curve

SP2M = Load setting during discharge for modified load curve

The modified load curve has been shown as smooth, this is just to illustrate the concept

of the scheme.

2.2.1 Plain SMES operation 8

ßétgq

SP1= L + S8 [2.2]

The stored energy is then released during heavy load hours during interval :8 :8 to replace

the power generated from higher cost peak/intermediate units.

I4 S I S I-]
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SP2 = L — Sd [2.3]

2.2.2 SMES/PV operation

With diurnal load levelling the load curve is modified to A-D-E-F-I-J-K.With a signif-

icant level of PV power generation the load curve would be changed to

A-B-C-L-M-N-H-l-J-K.This curve does not have spikes as they have been smoothed out

by controlling the SMES power output and the PV/SMES combined power is

dispatchable.With PV power shouldering some of the peak load the new setpoint will

be SP2M Discharge would begin at t, and continue until ts when the stored energy is

reduced to the designated level.

When sunrise begins at 11 there is enough generation ( consisting of mainly base units)

to supply load as well as charge up the SMES. Between t, tz the PV power can be used

to provide extra charging power for the SMES.Any temporary change in the PV power

would only cause a temporary change in the charging power for the SMES. ‘

tl S t S tz

_ S!.=SPl [2.4]

PVg = PVS [2.5]

_ PV! = 0 [2.6]
IP

2.0 Enhancing the utilization of PV with SMES I3P
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Starting at :3 the base power unit is no longer enough to supply the system load.The base

unit power output can be maintained at the same setting SP1 untill :3 but between :3 and

:3 PV/SMES power would be employed for dispatch.When PV power is available during

this period part of it would be used to supply part of the load enclosed by D-M—E-D and

the rest (enclosed by D-L-M-D) would be used to charge up the SMES.If the PV power

fluctuates the SMES would switch rapidly from charging mode to discharging mode or

do whatever necessary so that the combined PV/SMES output is dispatchable and the

fluctuations would not effect the power system.

Qstég

P
PV, = L — SP1 [2.7]

_ PV3=PVg—PIQ [2.8] ‘

Sc = PV3 [2.9]

When there is reduc_tion in PV Power due to fluctuations the discharge by SMES (to

maintain the fixed load setting) would be given by

Sd=L—SP1 —PVg [2.10]

l

Beyond :3 all of the available PV power is used to supply the system load.The load curve ,

would follow the curve M-N until :3 at which the SMES discharge begins.From :3 :3 the °l

SMES output would still be used to smooth out the PV fluctuations.

‘
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I3 S I S ts

P Vs = 0 [2.11]

PVg=PV, [2.12]

S6, = SOS [2.13]

where —

SOS = Smoothing out spikes

From I6 I6 the SMES is dischargimg so that the composite PV—SMES power flattens the

load curve.All the PV power is used to supply the load.

I3 S I S I6

PVg = PV,
1

[2.14]

Sd=L—PVg—SP2M [2.15]

If PV power goes to zero SMES discharging power increases.

From I6to I, the load curve is flattened by SMES dischargihg.

2.0 Enhancing the utilization of PV with SMES 15
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Sd= L—SP2M [2.16]

With the PV/SMES combined operation, the system load curve is modified to

A-D-M-N-J-K.This is better than the load curve modified by PV or SMES alone.The

SMES is being charged from to to :2 by the base units withtotal energy indicated by the
n

area enclosed by A-B-C-D-A, and by PV generation from :, to :2 with total energy indi-

cated by the area enclosed by C-L-M-D-C.The latter is relatively small when compared

to the former.Thus, the SMES charging would not be affected significantly by the

weather dependent PV power.On cloudy days the PV power output is reduced.l—1owever

the pattern shown in Hgure still remains the same except the curve C-L-M-N-H would

be shifted closer to the curve C-D-E-F-G-H.On rainy days, the PV output is very small

and the curves C-L-M-N-H and C-D-E-F-G-H almost ncoincide (point N coincides with

I point F, point M coincides with point D).ln this case, the SMES operates alone to per-

form its primary function, diurnal load levelling. In any event, the combined PV/SMES

output power is dispatchable and is free of fluctuation.

2.0 Enheneing the utiiizetien of PV with SMES 16



2.3 Simulation study on the combined PV/SMES

operation.

The daily load curve used is a typical daily load curve in the southeastem region of

U.S.A with a peak load of 259 MW.The PV system assumed to deliver power upto 40

MW(about 15% of the power systems maximum load). The observed PV data is from

a 4 Kw test facility and has been scaled up to model the 40 MW PV generator.The

SMES system has a power rating of 40 MW a storage capacity of 200 Mwh and

roundtrip of 97%.

The simulation study was done using the equations for SMES charge/ discharge de-

scribed in equations in section 2.2.2 for the time frame to to t, The input to the program

was the the two set points SP1 and SP2M these two points are on the load curve and

are computed as follows.Let the area of ABCLMD be A1 the energy rating of the

SMES.(i.e 200 Mwh in this case).Let the area of NHIJN be A, Let PC, be the power

rating of the converter, 40 MW in this case.

I
Al =f 3(ML—SPl)dt [2.17]

lo

SP1 is the only uknown above
4

A2=Al><1y [2.18]

where

11 = efficiency
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A2 =f 8(ML — SP2M) dt [2.19]
fs

SP2M is thus obtained.
SP1 and SP2M are limited by the following constraint

SP1- Lmm S PC,

Lmax — SP2M S PC, [2.20]

Figure 7 show the complete operation.Figure 7a is PV output Figure 7b is the SMES

charge/discharge curve.Figure 7c is the coordinated PV/SMES operation. The PV out-

put is shown in figure 7a peaks at 40MW (with fluctuations) for atleast five hours.With

SMES support all the PV power is fully utilized to supply the load.As shown in figure

the SMES output releases or absorbs energy to smooth out the PV fluctuations.Because

of PV generation, the SMES discharge begins at a·round 3-15 P.M and shaves of the

peak load in the late afternoon and early evening hours. The peak load is reduced from

259 MW to 217 MW.The daily load curve modified by PV/SMES shows the coordinated

operation. ·
If PV generation is employed without SMES support not only would the PV fluctuation

adversely affect the operation of the power system the system peak load would still re-

main at around 259 MW because the PV power peaks between noon and early afternoon

while the system load peaks at around 6 P.M.If the SMES operates alone its discharge

would begin at around ll A.M and the system peak load would be reduced to 227

MW.Therefore the combined use of PV/SMES also enhances the primary purpose oftheSMES

system—diurnal load levelling.
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The same operation scheme is applicable for other weather conditions, although PV
contribution would vary.Figure 8 shows the PV/SMES operation on a cloudy day(PV

power here is reduced by 50%).Since there is less PV power its impact on the combined
V

operation is reduced. The SMES discharge starts at around 1-45 P.M and the system

peak is reduced to 219MW.Figure 9 show the PV/SMES operation on a rainy day(the

maximum PV power is 5% rated power).Since the PV contribution is small the

PV/SMES combined operation is the same as the SMES operation alone.In both cases

the PV/SMES is still dsipatchable and free of fluctuations.

— 2.4 Possible locations for PV arrays

The SMES in all the conventional designs is to be buried underground to support the

high magnetic forces.As the magnets are operated at very high magnetic fields around 7

Tesla(70000 gauss) and solenoids are used in all the conventional designs there is enor-

mous stray magnetic field and the area upto the point where the field falls to 10 gauss

is considered the boundary limit of the SMES. For limited maintenance levels the 100

gauss limit is considered feasible, the EPRI/Bechtel in their design have proposed the

switchyard to be located in that field strength. There is enormous area between the 10

gauss line and the 100 gauss line which can be utilized for. the installation of the PV

arrays.If the 30% PV cells are used it could be used to generate a considerable amount

of power.That is though a central PV station and SMES individually require a lot of land
the combined PV/SM ES system is not the sum of the two individual requirements.

i
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3.0 Application of SMES in an asynchronous link

between Power Systems.

The objective of this chapter is to introduce the concept that SMES can be incorporated

into a back-to-back DC link and to show that a SMES/DC link provides some unique

benefits for interconnected operation. With a SMES/DC link a SMES can be shared ·

between two or more neigbhouring power systems.The SMES/DC link enables energy

storage, asynchronous connection and interchange of power between neibhouring

utilities.The various operating modes for a two link system is shown. A model of“ such

a system has been developed, and all the operating modes have been demonstrated. The

control of such a system is also demonstrated using EMTP simulation.This chapter also

demonstrates significant economic benefits for a SMES/DC link that can be obtained

over pure interchange or SMES operation alone.
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3.1 Basic Principle

In the conventional SMES storage applications the SMES is connected parallel across

the system as shown in figure l0.When the SMES is connected in series across two sys-

tems, it combines the beneüts of DC transmission and storage.The SMES functions si-

multaneously as a storage device and a smoothing reactor needed for smoothing out the

ripples in the dc current, and limiting the rate of rise of dc current during faulty and

transient conditions.

Figure ll shows the configuration of a SMES in a series connection. The converters _

· generate a lot of harmonics.The ac/dc converters on both sides are 12 pulse converters

are fed from wye-wye and wye-delta transformers to reduce the current harmonics on the

ac side. The DC voltage at the terminal of the converter is related to the delay firing

angle oc, by

,/2 coscx +cos(a +14) [3.1]

,Where V, is the ac line-line voltage at the secondary winding of the transformer, and 14,

is the commutation overlap angle for converter 1.

The DC voltage at the terminal of converter 2 is related to the delay firing angle oz, by

,/2- cosrc—a +cos(1z—cx -14) [3.2]

i
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Where V, is the ac line—line voltage at the secondary winding of the transformer, and 112

is the commutation overlap angle for converter 2.

When ot, is in the range of 5 degrees to about 90 degrees converter 1 is operated in the

rectifier mode-power is injected from the ac side to the dc side.When oc, is in the range

of 90 degrees to about 165 degrees converter 1 is operated in the inverter mode - power

is injected from the dc side to the ac side. These operation modes can also be performed

by converter 2 by controlling oc,.Since converter 1 and converter 2 can be operated in ·

either mode bidirectional power flow is possible.

Because of the inductive nature of the superconducting magnet, its operation is governed

bv

Vm = Vdl — Vdz = Lm X -5* [:3.3]

where V,„ is the voltage across the magnet, L„, is the inductance of the magnet, and Id is

the current flowing in the magnet.The energy stored by the magnet, E, is given by

E — J- 1. 12 s 4s"' 2 X m X d l: · il

Since V,„is the difference between Vdl and Va, V„, is also be controlled by manipulating

ocland oc,.When V,„ is positive, Id and E, would increase and the SMES system is in the

charging mode.When V,„ is negative 1,, and E, would decrease and the SMES system is

in the discharging mode. When V„, is close to zero Id and E, would remain unchanged

and the SMES system is in the standby mode.
U
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A SMES/DC link interconnecting two power systems provides 13 basic modes of
operation.Tables 1 to 5 show the various operating modes for the two systems.

Table 1 shows the operating conditions for three SMES charging modes.The supercon-

ducting magnet can be charged from area 1 alone, from area 2 alone, or simultaneously

from area 1 and from area 2.

Table 2 shows the operating conditions for three SMES discharging modes.The energy

stored in the SMES system can be discharged to area 1 alone, to area 2 alone, or si-

multaneously to both area 1 and area 2.

_ Table 3 shows the operating conditions for three SMES standby modes. Although the

SMES system undergoes no charging or discharging (ld remains unchanged), power

interchange can still take place between area l and area 2 through the control of Vd, and

Table 4 shows the operating conditions for the simultaneous SMES charging and power

interchange modes. ·Using these operating modes, power injected from one area can be

used partially to charge up the SMES system and partially supply the need of the other

area. .

Table 5 shows the operating conditions for the simultaneous SMES discharging and

power interchange modes.With these modes, the need of one area can be met partially

by the power supplied by the other area and partially by the discharging of the SMES

system.

I
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Table l. Operating Conditions for SMES Charging Modes
e

MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3
Charging SMES Charging SMES Charging SMES
from area 1 from area 2 from area 1 and

area 2
simultaneously

Converter 1 Rectifier Mode Standby Mode Rectiiier Mode

al 5° to 90° : 90° 5° to 90°

Vdl > 0 :0 > 0

Converter 2 Standby Mode Rectifier Mode Rectifier Mode

dz :90° 5° to 90° 5° to 90°

Va :0 < 0 < 0

SMES Charging Mode Charging Mode Charging Mode
lg, increasing increasing increasing

Vm > 0 > 0 > 0

E, increasing increasing irrcreasing
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Table 2. Operating Conditions for SMES Discharging Modes

MODE 4 MODE 5 MODE 6
Discharging SMES Discharging SMES Discharging SMES

_ to area l to area 2 to area I and
area 2
sirnultaneously

· Converter 1 Inverter Mode Standby Mode Inverter Mode

al 90° to 165° 2 90° 90° to l65°

Val < 0 EÜ < 0

Converter 2 Standby Mode Inverter Mode Inverter Mode

dz §90° 90° to 165° 90° to 165°

20 > 0 > O

SMES Discharging Mode Discharging Mode Discharging Mode

Id decreasing decreasing decreasing
V„, < 0 < 0 < 0

E, decreasing decreasing decreasing
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Table 3. Operating Conditions for SMES Standby Modes

MODE 7 MODE 8 MODE 9
Standby Power Transfer Power Transfer

from area 1 from area 2
to area 2 to area 1

Converter 1 Standby Mode Rectifier Mode Inverter Mode

al : 90° 5° to 90° 90° to 165

VC,. :0 > 0 < 0

Converter 2 Standby Mode Inverter Mode Rectifier Mode

dz :90° 90° to 165° 5° to 90°

Va :0 > 0 < O

SMES Standby Mode Standby Mode Standby Mode

ld unchanged unchanged unchanged

V„„ :0 :0 :0

E, unchanged unchanged unchanged
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Table 4. Operating Conditions for simultaneously SMES Charging Modes and power interchange
modes.

MODE 10 MODE 11
Power Transfer Power Transfer
from area 1 to from area 2 to
area 2 SMES area 1, SMES

charging from charging from
area 1 area 2

Converter 1 Rectifier Mode Inverter Mode

al 5 to 90° 90° to 165

Vd, > 0 < 0

Converter 2 Inverter Mode Rectiüer Mode

az 90° to 165° 5° to 90°
· V; > 0 < 0

SMES Charging Mode Charging Mode

Id increasing increasing

V„, > 0 > 0 ·

E, increasing increasing
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Table 5. Operating Conditions for simultaneously SMES Discharging Modes and power interchange
modes.

MODE 12 MODE 13
Power Transfer Power Transfer
from area 1 to from area 2 to
area 2 SMES area 1, SMES

discharging from discharging from
area 1 area 2

Converter 1 Rectifier Mode Inverter Mode

al 5 to 90° 90° to 165 '
_

A V,„ > 0 < O

Converter 2 Inverter Mode Rectifier Mode

dz 90° to 165° 5° to 90°
J

Va > 0 . <

0SMESDischarging Mode Discharging Mode

Id decreasing decreasing
V,„ < 0 < 0

E, decreasing decreasing

e
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3.1.1 Multiterminal system.
F

The basic principle of SMES/DC link can be extended to asynchronous interconnection

between n (n is any positive integer greater than 2) Figure 12 shows the schematic dia-

gram of a SMES/DC link for n interconnected areas.Each area is connected to the link

through an ac/dc converter which can be operated in the rectifier, inverter or standby

mode.The DC Voltage at the terminal of converter is related to the firing angle ot, by

P
,/2 cos rx + cos(oz· [3.5]

The ac/dc converters are connected in series to form a multiterminal DC link which al-

lows power interchange between any two or more of the n areas.The SMES system is

connected in series with the converter so that the SM ES system can be charged from or

discharged to any of the n areas.The operation of the SMES system is governed by

" dld
Vm = Vd1+ ZI/di = Lm >< -27 [3.6]

2

Depending on whether Vrn is positive, negative or zero the SMES system can be oper-

ated in charging, discharging or standby modes.The number of modes would

increase.Each area can operate individually, interchange power with any one or more

of the areas.
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' 3.2 Modelling of the system to demonstrate the modes

3.2.1 The basis for selection of model parameters.

As there was only one detailed conceptual design of a large scale SMES by

Bechtel/EPRI, the parameters chosen by them were used as a guide for deciding the

model parameters.

Ratings for the model parameters

Size 11000Mwh

Current Rating 750KA

Voltage across magnet 4Kv —

Inductor 140.8H

Tap Range -+— /- 25%. „

Basis for Model ParametersThe EPRI/Bechtel design was for 5500 Mwh with a current

rating of 750 KA.A typical summer load curve for SE and SC was chosen from [16] as

the load profiles of the two systems.The size was chosen as 11000 Mwh as two systems

would be using the SMES. The peak rating was chosen as 9000 MW and 8400 MW to

ensure that the selected size was around 8% of the system capacity.( 10% is

recornmended).The current rating was retained as it was already high, the voltage across

the inductor was therefore doubled.The inductor was therefore 140.8 H. The tap were

given a range of + -25%.The commutating resistance was chosen as a very low value so

as to prevent commutation failure.This can be achieved in practical systems by parallel-

ing several converter transformers.

3.0 Application of SMES in an asynchronous link between Power Systems.
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3.2.2 Mathematical modelling of the system.

Let the load curves be P,(t) and P2 (t) for the two systems 1 & 2 Let the charging times

be tc, and :22 for system 1 & 2 to charge up the SMES to its share.

tcl

0 1,, [3-7]
:At X 211,

tc2

0
td [3.8]

XAt

for this case is a 10 minute interva1.i varies in 10 minute intervals.

Er = Eo i E1: i Eu [39]

Where E, is the energy at the end of current interval i and E„ is the stored energy at in-

terval (i — 1)** E,, and E2, can either be positive negative or zero depending on whether

the respective system is charging/discharging or not using the SMES.

The coil stores energy in the magnetic fie1d.The current level is a function of the amount

of charge and is given by

2 >< E,
ld [3.10]
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Let VDO, and VDO, represents the ideal no load DC voltages it is related to the ac line
to line voltages VLL, and VLL, by

J?VDO, = 3 >< -7;- >< VLL, [3.11]

J?VDO, = 3 >< 7- >< VLL, [3.12]

Assuming the ac power = dc power (i.e neglecting losses)

‘ Paclgpdcl l;3·13;l

Pac2:Pdc2 [114]

This would enable to determine the dc voltage required to meet the power demand as the

current has been determined from equation 3.10.

Pdc, = VD, >< Id [3.15]

Pdc, = VD, >< Id [3.16]

Once VD, and VD, are determined the respective alphas can be computed from the fol-

lowing equations. The effect of firing angle is to reduce the average direct voltage by

cos oc, there is a further drop due to commutation overlap.As oc can range from almost

0 to 180 degrees VDO can range from VDO to ·VDO as the current cannot reverse be-

cause of the unidirectional property of the valves negative voltage in conjunction with

positive current represents reversed power. ·

VD, = VDO, cos oc, — Id >< RC, [3.17]

VD, = VDO, cos ß, + ld >< RC, [3.18]
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oc2=rc—ß2 [3.19]

Vm = VD, — VD2 [3.20]

RC is called equivalent commutating resistance and although it is the ratio of drop of

direct Voltage to direct current it consumes no power.

3 XXcl3

RC2: -7; >< XC2 - [3.22]

where
XC, = commutating reactance for converter transformer 1

XC2 = commutating reactance for converter transformer 2

The converter bridges present associated complex load S, S2 ac load.For each S, the

powerfactor cos gb, can be adjusted Via bridge firing angle oz, .The ac power can be

equated to the dc power if the converter is considered ideal.

PC,C:PC, [3.23]

Q·.;«PC, tan qö [3.24]

The computer model calculates the parameters oc VC, , IC, V„,, EC and Q for the entire day

using a 10 minute interVa1.The inputs are the two load curVes.It was tested for specific

operating schemes mentioned below. The model was Validated using the BPA data which

is shown in the appendix.

i
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3.2.3 Description of the operating schemes.
e

These define possible mode of operation for each hour of the day.There are 5 schemes

considered for this study which together make use of all the thirteen modes of

operation.The list below shows the operating scheme over a 24 hour period. Let the

SMES be charged for a period of rc hours, let the period when it is charged and standby

be denoted :,1, let the discharge period be td, let the period when it is discharged and

standby be td.

Scheme A This scheme has system 1 alone using SMES and system 2 having no inter-

action with SMES.The SMES is charged by system 1 for a period tc, then it is in standby

for a period of t,,, it then discharges to system 1 for a period td , it then is again in a

standby mode for the period t,2 .Modes used in this scheme are l, 7 and 4.

Scheme B This is similar to scheme A but the charging/ discharging is done by system

2.Modes used in this scheme are 2, 7 and 5.

Scheme C This has both the systems going through the cycle of charging, standby, dis-

charging and standby again. Modes used are 3, 7 and 6.

Scheme D This scheme makes use of power transfer and SMES functions.For the full

period(i.er„ + td, + td + gz) there is a power transfer from system 1 to system

2.Simultaneously system l is using the SMES to charge up the SMES for the period t,,

it is standby for the period z,,, it then discharges to system 2 for the period t,,.The modes

used are 10, 8 and 12.
A
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Scheme E This scheme again makes use of power transfer and SMES functions.For the

full period(i.et„ + td, +zd + ts,) there is a power transfer from system 2 to system

l.Simu1taneously system 2 is charging the SMES for period rc, it is in standby for the

period t,, and it discharges to system 1 for the period td The modes used are 11, 9 and

13.

10 plots describe each scheme of operation.The input charge/discharge curves of the 2

converters, the corresponding voltages, SMES current and energy are in one page.The

converter alphas and their reactive power consumption in the following page (as the re-

active power is a strong function of the alphas as brought out in the following dis-

cussion). Schemes C, D, E are described in figures 13 to 18. -

Scheme 0-7 Hrs 8-9 Hrs 10-19 Hrs 20-24 Hrs

A 1 74B

2 7 5 - 7

C 3 7 6 7

D 10 8 12 8

E ll 9 13 9
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3.2.4 Discussion of results.

The variation of oe is fundamental in understanding the extreme reactive power con-

sumption. The oz curve shows the high value for low power levels and comes down to

a minimum sayocmm then goes up again. This is different for a conventional HVDC

scheme where they are always low(5-l5).The initial high ot is due to initial circulating

current which is determined so that the entire charge cycle can be met, for this case ozmm

is 15 degrees if a lower circulating current was chosen there would be a possibility that
l

all the charging power available could be used for charging.The oz is also high in the

standby mode where it is almost 90 degrees.The power factor angle ¢> is strongly

dependendent on oz and is related by the following equation, pt is generally very small.

cos ab = [3.25]

The reactive power consumption by the converters is given by VI >< sin qb and is high for

the period of high cx This is a drawback the reactive power consumption can be reduced

by increasing the tap range of the converter transformer.Other alternatives is to limit the

value of oz which means all the charging power available is not utilized and therefore

there would not be a flattening of the load curve.Another way to reduce reactive power

consumption is to use a bypass switch during standby mode this would therefore dis-

connect SMES from the system during that period of time.
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3.3 EMTP simulation.

The objective of this simulation is to demonstrate a feasible control scheme to ensure,

the operation of all the thirteen modes discussed previously and to show a smooth

transition between them.Figure 19 shows the model circuit diagram used for the simu-

lation.

3.3.1 Basis for the model parameters.

The 24 hour load curve was scaled down to 2.4 seconds, as the EMTP is a transient

analysis program this would ensure the transition of modes which takes place during the

period of the day.The parameters defined were the maximum rated current of 750 KA

and a maximum Voltage of 4 KV across the SMES.For the scaled load curves and for the

maximum rated current, results in an inductor of 2.3 mh. This ensures the model being

tested for rated current and Voltage values.The AC system Voltage value was chosen as

110 KV as it is a rated H.V line transmission Value.The converter generates a lot of

harmonics predominantly the 5***, 7***, 11*** and 13*** antiresonant-filters are added in the

circuit which offer low impedance to these frequencies and high impedance to for the

fundamental component. ·
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3.3.2 The Control Scheme.

The control scheme for the SMES/DC link is different from that of a conventional DC
asynchronous link. For a HVDC link, usually one converter is operated in rectifier mode
and performs constant current control(C.C), while the other converter is operated in the
inverter mode and performs constant extinction angle (C.E.A) contr0l.ln a SMES/DC

link the current is either increasing/decreasing or constant(during pure transfer mode)

the control of the link is obtained by controlling the voltage across the inductor. The

Voltage V,„ across the inductor is given by

dldVm = Vdl — Vdz = Lm TIT [3.26] e

I
Also the energy stored is given by

E——l-><L XF [327]s - 2 m d „ ·

V„, for the SMES scheme is controlled by the converter alphas. Using the convention

+VE P charges the SMES and -VE P discharges the SMES.Pd, and Pd, are the the

command signals from the respective power systems.The sign and type of variation of

the power command signal of the two systems with time gives the 13 modes of operation

as described earlier.This is shown in table 6.

The block diagram for the alpha calculation is shown in figure 20. The Power signal for
the alpha calculator is actually a composite signal consisting of the power demand signal

I
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Table 6. Mode / Power signal correspondence.

PD1 V/K PD2 V/K MODE

0 - POSITIVE VARYING 2

POSITIVE VARYING POSITIVE VARYING 3

NEGATIVE VARYING 0 - 4

0 - NEGATIVE VARYING 5

NEGATIVE VARYING NEGATIVE VARYING 6

0 - 0 - 7

POSITIVE CONSTANT NEGATIVE CONSTANT 8

NEGATIVE CONSTANT POSITIVE CONSTANT 9

POSITIVE VARYING NEGATIVE CONSTANT 10

NEGATIVE CONSTANT POSITIVE VARYING 1 1
POSITIVE CONSTANT NEGATIVE VARYING 12

NEGATIVE VARYING POSITIVE CONSTANT 13
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and the error signal ( which is difference between the measured and delivered power)
which is limited to some absolute value PLIMIT. Once the EMTP model has been set
up, this value is obtained iteratively (by setting different values and looking at the
response).For the set up considered it was found to be 20MW. The measurement of the
SMES power can be either in the ac or dc side.The ac side has current harmonics the
dc side has voltage harmonicsffhe ac side measurements are chosen for this study. The
gain parameter is adjusted to get the best possible response. A low value gives a slow

response, a very high value makes the system unstable.The optimum value is found by

varying this parameter and studying the response.For the given system a value of 200

was found to be the best. The initial estimate for oz for both the converters (n in case

of a multiterminal system) for any mode of operation can be computed from the

independant signals(P,,,, the current level Id in the SMES which can be measured, and the

no-load DC voltage which can be calculated) by using the basic converter equations

shown below. The maximum value of cos ot is subject to a maximum of i 1 which de-
fines the theoretical limit for charging/discharging the SMES.

This model has two six pulse bridges in series.

Converter l

Pd} = 2 >< VD} >< Id [3.28]

As stated before the DC voltage is related to the no-load DC voltage.

Vd} = VDO} >< cos rx — Id >< RC} [3.29]

From which oc is computed as

|
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Pci
If 2 X Id + IdxRc;|

oc =arc cos ———-————— 3,30* r/00. [ ]

Converter 2

VD2x Id [3.31]

As stated before the DC voltage is related to the no-load DC voltage.

VC,2 = VDO2 >< cos ß2 + IC, >< RC2 [3.32]

From which ot is computed as

PC2

ß
2 X Id + IdxRcjl

= arc cos -—-—————— [3.33]2 1/002

@2 = 7Z *

ßzwhere

PC, = Composite power signal for area 1

PC2 = Composite power signal for area 2

Imposing limits on alpha oc minimum is chosen as 5 degrees.The maximum is 180 - y - n

where y is the extinction angle and ,u is the overlap angle.The y is obtained by running

a particular operation sequence and ensuring there is no commutation failure. The dis-

charge phase is more critical as the converter is in inverter mode and the chance of

commutation failure are higher (i.e the voltage across the valve reverses before the cur-
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rent goes to zero ).As the magnitude of current is very high the extinction angle is very

high.For the case set up 25 degrees was required.

Computation of p As the transformer secondary has inductance there is a finite time for

current to comrnute from one bridge to another during that interval there are 3 switches

on (instead of the normal 2).The logic used to estimate the comrnutation overlap is by

monitoring the switch status for one set of bridges.As time step of one degree is used,

at every time step the number of switches on is monitored.When more than two switches

is on it represents comrnutation.The number of time steps (degrees) for which more than

two switches is on is integrated for one cycle (360 degrees).There would be six switches

going through overlap at some part of the cycle.Therefore the number obtained would

have to be divided by 6 to give the overlap angle. ~

Therefore with y and ;4 the upper limit of oc is set.To prevent the system from responding

to random variations, individual bridge alphas are allowed to change a max/min of i

30 degrees over the ot computed for the previous bridge.
Q

Testing of the model ‘

The EMTP model was tested for all the thirteen modes of operation. Schemes discussed

in section 3.2.3 was used on the scaled load curves to demonstrate the different modes.

Figures 21 to 37 show the results of the simulation of schemes A, C and D Figure 21, .

26 & 33 show the demand and response of converter l for schemes A, C and D. Simi-

larly Figure 22, 27 & 34 shows the demand and response of converter 2.Figures.23, 24,

28, 29 & 35, 36 shows the variation of oc and rt for converter 1 and converter 2. and

figures 25, 30, 37 indicate the variation of current. There is slight reduction in current

when there is no SMES operation, this is due to the resistances in the circuit. There are
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two additional figures shown for scheme C Figure 31 shows the DC voltage across the
two converters, Figure 32 shows the voltage across the superconducting inductor.

Scheme A results Figure 18a and 18b indicates the tracking of the SMES is fine until the

time when ot hits the limit of 5 degrees, therefore the charging power limit has been

reached. This response can be improved by increasing the circulating current.The sim-

ulation was done for a starting current of 239KA.

Scheme B results As this case is similar to the previous the results are identical except

that the converters have been interchanged the figures for this scheme have not been

included.

Scheme C resultsFigures 19a to l9e indicate the operation of this scheme. In this

scheme both the systems are charging and discharging.Here the SMES response is much

better as the alpha limit is not reached, this is because as both the systems are charging

and the current level at any instant is high enough to meet the required power cornrnand

signals.

Scheme D results Figures 20a to 20e indicate the operation of this scheme. The opera-

tion of this scheme is most critical as there is simultaneous charging(from system 1) and

discharging to system 2.The tracking of the charge signal is difficult as for higher power

levels the current level is very low as the rate of increase of power is greater than the rate

of increase of current. (because of simultaneous charging and discharging) This problem

is circumvented by starting the operation of the SMES at a higher starting current.This

mode of operation was started an initial starting current of 500KA.There is therefore a

l
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limit of the maximum power that can be transferred to ensure both power transfer and
to charge at the required rate.

Scheme E results This is similar to scheme D only the converters are flipped.The figures

for this scheme have not been included. ·

From the results the conclusions that can be drawn are the amount of current flowing

in the SMES will decide the feasibility of operation of the different modes, a high cur-

rent level will ensure operation of all the modes, but this would result in a very high re-

active power consumption at low power levels.(This was discussed in 3.2.4) Also Scheme

D shows there is a limit to the maximum power that can be transferred when a certain

charging profile is required.

3.4 Economic savings in operating system with SMES

used as an asynchronous link.

This section shows the savings in operational cost by operating an SMES/DC link.Two

test systems have been set up for this purpose each consistingof base load, intermediate

loads and peak load units. The generator cost data for the two systems are shown in

table 7. All systems operate so as to minimize generation cost.Since this section com-

pares the operational cost using economic dispatch for various scenarios the economic

dispatch equations are outlined in section 3.4.1. The test system data is obtained from
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typical power system data [17].As some of the scenarios considered use SMES power,

the methodology for estimating the same is discussed in section 3.4.2.

3.4.1 Economic Dispatch equations

Let c, be the cost in dollars of producing energy in the generator units at bus i.The

overall system production cost therefore will be

72

C = Zc,$/hr [3.35]
i=l

l

The generated real power PG, accounts for the major influence on c, as the individual real

generations are raised by increasing the prime- mover torques, and this requires an ex-

penditure of fuel.The reactive power generation QG, do not have any measurable influ-

ence on c, because they are controlled by varying the field current.The individual

production cost c, of generation i is therefore for all practical purposes only a function

of PG, and therefore it can be written

TI

C = Zc,(PG,) [3.36]
i=l

A set of generation variables PG, must now be selected that will minimize the cost

function subject to the equality and inequality constraints.
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Table 7. Test System Data

SYSTEM 1
Number Type I/O curve Pmix1/Pmax Fuel Cost

9 Coalfixed 540 + 7.63 * P, + .00156 * P, **2 200/800 2.35

9 Oil fixed 310 + 7.92 * P, + .00191 * P, **2 75/300 6.15

9 Oil fired 80 + 8.05 * P, + .00485 * P, **2 30/125 8.15

SYSTEM 2
Number Type I/O curve Pmin/Pmax Fuel Cost

9 Coalfired 500 + 7.00 * P, + .0012 * P, **2 200/800 1.15

9 Oil fired 310 + 7.30 * P, + .00171 * P, **2 80/310 6.15

9 Oil fixed 78 + 7.8 * P, + .004 * P, **2 30/125 8.15
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The equality constraints is neglecting losses the total power generated should be equal

to the power demand.

71

EPG; = Pd [3.37]z=1
° The inequality constraints is that each generator is limited in operation to a maximum

corresponding its rating and to some minimum value.

PG; min 3 PG; 3 PG; maxx [3.38]

Therefore ·

ÖC _ .
öx - Ä N equations [3.39]

PG; mm 3 P; 3 PG; max 2N inequalities [3.40]

fl

EPG; = Pd [3.41]

The necessary conditions may be expanded slightly as shown in the set of equations.

PG; min 3 PG; 3 PG; max [3.42]

ÖC _
öx

— Ä [3.43]

PG; = PG; max [3.44]

ÖC
öx 3 Ä [3.45]
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PG, = PG,mm [3.46]

6C—— 2 A .öx [3 47]

. . . . öc. . .
The partial derivitivesßg- are reffered to as incremental costs IC of generat1on.They

represent the slope of the cost curve.As the unit for c, is dollars per hour, the incremental

cost unit must be in dollars per Megawatthour. For optimum dispatch the individual

generators operate at equal incremental production costs. The economics of the

SMES/DC link increases significantly when the incremental production cost of the two

systems differ considerably.

_ Four case have been investigated.For all the cases an economic dispatch is done using

equations 3.35 to 3.47 and accordingly the generations have been allocated, subject to

the minimum and maximum indicated in the test data. However when the SMES is in _

the scenario under study the minimum power for peak and intermediate units have been

reduced to zero as the SMES is very fast responding and can therefore pick up peak and

intermediate loads.

3.4.2 Cost of SMES power.

The load curve for this study has been approximated by step functions of one hour in-

terval an economic dispatch is done every hour and by multiplying by the cost curve the

cost of generating power for that hour is obtained.This is done for every hour from to to

i
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t, the period for which the SMES is charged, the demand values considered for every

hour is the original load curve values.

Cost of generating power from to to t, is C, S.

When the SMES is there the load has a constant value say SP1 for the period to to r,.An

economic dispatch is done for this load value and this multiplied for the period in hours

between to and tc gives the cost when the SMES is also in the system.

Cost of generating power from to to t, with SMES also in system is C„ S.

IfS, is the SMES rating the setting SP1 is obtained as follows

tf

S,=j (L —SPl) dt [3.48]
to

where

L= load curve value which is a function of time. .

All the stored energy cannot be discharged.The efliciency of the SMES must be taken

into account(around 92%).Define 71 as the efficiency.

The energy available for discharge is S, * 11.

The cost of Mwh of SMES energy.

(C12
_

CO)
t $/M h = ——l"‘ 3.49W ($1 >< #1) [ ]
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3.4.3 Case Studies.

Base caseThis is the reference case all the costs are compared with this as the standard.ln
this case system l and system 2 operate independently and there is no power inter-

change between them.Each system minirnizes its own operating cost as if there is no

connection between the two systems.

Case 1 In this case the SMES/DC link is used only as an asynchronous DC link between ‘

the two systems.The two systems are economically dispatched as one system.Power

interchange takes place between them.Mode 8 and Mode 9 operation conditions shown

in table 3 is applicable in this case.

Case 2 In this case the SMES/DC link functions only as an energy storage unit to each

system.The SMES storage capacity of 11000 Mwh is shared equally between system

1andsystem 2.Each system uses its own share of SMES.to perform load-levelling and to

minimize the operating costs.The two systems operate independently and no power

interchange takes place between them. Each system charges up the SMES with power

from its base load units during the off-peak hours and discharges the stored energy

during peak hours to replace power from its peak and intermediate units.

Case 3 In this case the SMES/DC link performs both its asynchronous connection and

energy storage functions.The SMES storage capacity is shared equally between system

1 and system 2.During the off-peak hours, each system operates independently and

charges up its own share of SMES with its base—load unit.During the hours of peak de-

mand, the two systems are treated as one system.
I
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Case 4 System l and System 2 are interconnected by the SMES/DC link as shown in

case 3.In this case the two systems are treated as one system during the charging period

as well as the discharging period.During the charging period, the SMES is charged with

power coming from the cheapest available units regardless of which units the units be-

long to.During the hours of peak demand the power from SMES discharge is dispatched

to each system, according to their contribution to the charging of SMES, to shave of

peak of the load curve.The two systems are then economically dispatched as one system.

Table 8 shows that pure power interchange between the two systems (Case 1) results in

a 3% reduction of the total operating cost for the two systems.Pure SMES

operation(Case 2) reduces the total operating cost by l4.8%.Combining SMES opera-

tion and power interchange causes a 19.5% reduction of the total operating if SMES

charging and discharging are shared equally between the two systems(Case 3) and a

20.9% reduction if SMES is charged from the cheapest units among the two systems and

power from SMES discharge is dispatched proportional to the charging contribution

from each system.

Converter ratingTo operate the SMES/DC link in many configurations would mean the

converter would have to be sized accordingly.The converter limits the charge/discharge

capability of the SMES.Define SPC & SPD as the load setting during charge and dis-

charge, Lw and L„,„, be the peak demand and the minimum demand. .

SPC — Lmm $ PC, -

Lmax — SPD $ PC, [3.50]

The charging time is normally less than the discharge therefore the Power Converter

rating is normally defined by the charge inequality. When case 3 or 4 operation is con-
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sidered one converter may be needed to charge up much higher power(If that area has

a lot of cheap surplus power), therefore the converter would have to be sized

accordingly.For the test cases a converter rating of 1250 MW would be suflicient for

cases l&2, but for cases 3 & 4 it would have to be increased to 2000 MW.

3.5 Battery storage in an asynchronous link

Battery storage systems have been considered in recent years for storage applications

in power systems, some test facilities have been built and a demonstration plant is

underway [18,19,20] SMES and battery systems have very fast responses. There are

differences in the efficiency, the battery stores energy in chemical form.The

electrochemical process gives an overall roundtrip efficiency of 70% to 7'5%_ for battery

storage, however an SMES stores energy in magnetic field and the overall roundtrip ef-

ficiency is around 92°/o.Another major difference as the battery functions more like a

voltage source the ac/dc converters will be better suited with Voltage-source converters,

[2l] the SMES functions as a current source the ac/dc converters used will be current

source converters, as the existing HVDC technology uses current source converters

SMES has the advantage of using a tested technology.The capacity of the battery is an

important function of temperature and rate of discharge.The batteries are normally de-

signed for a 10 hour discharge rating, that is the full capacity is available over 10 hours

but if the discharge is required over a shorter period the available capacity is reduced,

thus batteries are generally oversized to meet the various discharge cycles.The SMES is

limited in discharge only by the converter rating there is however a minimum charge al-
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Table 8. Operating Cost comparison for interconnected operation with / without SMES

SYSTEM 1
Base Case Case Case Case
Case 1 2 3 4

PA, 7020 7020 7020 7020 7020

PA, 1716.4 702 1155 0 0

PC, 263.3 0 0 0 0

Interchange 0 1278 0 1235 1719.3

Storage 0 0 825 745 260.8

Operating 285178 209179 254001 177001 163854

Cost

S/h

. SYSTEM 2
A Base Case Case Case Case

Case 1 2 3 4

PA2 7020 7020 7020 7020 7020

PB, 1116.7 2394.7 715 1870 1870
i

PQ 263.3 263.3 0 0 0

Interchange 0 -1278 0 -1235 -1719.3

Storage 0 0 665 745 1229.3

Operating 160223 222990 125464 181853 188677

Cost
$/h

Total 445401 432169 379466 358854 352531
Operating
Cost
$/H ·

100.% 97.0% 85.2% 80.5% 79.1%
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ways maintained in the SMES.Batteries are also limited by the cycle of operation as

they are designed for a finite cycles of operation, but an SMES has no such limitation.

Cases 5, 6 and 7 a battery/DC link is used to interconnect system 1 & 2. These cases

correspond to cases 2, 3 and 4 and battery efficiency is considered as 74%.

Table 9 shows the battery storage operation resu1ts.Case 5 results in a 11.9% saving in

total operating cost.Battery storage operation combined with power interchange causes

a 16.6% reduction and using the storage facilities equally between system 1 and system

2 results in a 16.6% reduction in total operating cost(Case 6), and a 18.1% reduction if

the battery is charged from the cheapest units and power from battery discharge is dis-

patched proportional to the charging contribution of each system.An0ther point to note

is that the corresponding savings for a SMES are better this is due to the higher

roundtrip efliciency.
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Table 9. Operating Cost comparison for interconnected operation with / without Battery
SYSTEM 1

Base Case Case Case Case
Case 1 5 6 7

PA, 7020 7020 7020 7020 7020
PB, 1716.4 702 1265 0 0
PC, 263.3 0 0 0 0

Interchange 0 1278 0 1347.5 1758.6

Storage 0 0 715 632.5 221.4
Operating 285178 209179 261188 178051 164164

Cost
$/h

SYSTEM 2
Base Case Case Case Case
Case 1 5 6 7

PA, 7020 7020 7020 7020 7020

_ PA, 1116.7 2394.7 830 2095 2095 ‘

PC, 263.3 263.3 0 0 0

Interchange 0 -1278 0 -1347.5 -1758.6

Storage 0 0 550 632.5 1043.6

Operating 160223 222990 131259 193565 200764

Cost
$/h
Total 445401 432169 392447 371616 364928
Operating
Cost
$/H

100% 97.0% 88.1% 83.4% 81.9%
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Figure 10. SMES connected to a power system in a conventional arrangement
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Figure ll. SMES/DC link connecting two power systems.
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Figure I2. SMES/DC link connecting n power systems.
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4.0 SMES Impact on Transmission System.

The objective of this chapter is to show that the use of SMES for diurnal load levelling

provides improvement in the transmission of electric power.The benefits are reduction _
U initransmission losses, which results in fuel cost saving, reduction of transmission line

loading during peak load hours which enhances stability and operation flexibility and

offers economic benefits as the need for new transmission facility could be delayed.The

impact of size and location of the SMES on these benefits is studied. SMES when op-

erated in series configuration [ll] can offer group control of parallel lines, and other

possible benefits. · ·

i
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4.1 Basic Concept

This is to introduce the idea of savings in transmission line costs by the proper location

of the SMES.Consider tigure 38 A group of generators supplies electric power to a load

center through a transmission line.

4.11 Without SMES

During the day, the load requires a peak power of Pd for a duration of td hours.To supply

the load, the transmission line must carry an electric current Id given by

1 = -54- [4.1]d V X PF L

where

V= voltage at the load bus PF= power factor of load The maximum transmission line

loading is proportional to Id. The transmission line loss is given by

PLM = I; >< R [4.2]

R is the transmission line resistance at the operating frequency. The transmission losses

during td is

n
I Eled = PLLÄ X td
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At night, the load demand decreases to kPd k < 1.0, for a duration of t,, hours.To supply

the load, the transmission line must carry 1,, given by

k >< Pd [4.4]

The transmission line loading at night is proportional to1„ Since the load demand is low
at night(k ranges from .5 to .65) the transmission line loading at night is

PLL,, = 1,% >< R = kz >< PLLd [4.5]

The transmission loss during t, is

{ .Em = PLL,, >< >< ELd [4.6]

4.12 With SMES.

A SMES system is connected to the load bus and is designed such that it can be charged

at P,„ for t,, at night and discharged at P,d for td hours during the day.For td hours during

the day, the current supplied by the SMES system to the load is

Psd1dd= VX Dldd [4.7]

with DF,, as the displacement factor of the SMES converter for charging.The total

transmission line current is then
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l Ira: ]d‘ [sd [48]

The reference for these vectors is the load bus voltage.While the phase angle of Ä, de-

pends on the power factor of the load, the phase angle of Ä, depends on the firing angle

of the DC/AC converter that connects the SMES to the power system.In most cases,
i

the currents are lagging the load bus voltage and

1; S 1,, [4.9]

Since the transrnission line loading is proportional to the line current, a reduction in line

current results in decreased line loading During the day when the load demand is high,

the reduction in transrnission line losses would be

ARM; = (1; — 1;) X R = PLM- 1; X R [4.10]

For tm hours at night, the current injected from the power system to charge up the SMES

is

1 [411]S" DF„ >< v °

with DE, as the displacement factor of the SMES converter for charging.The total

transmission line current is then

Z„=Z„+Ä„ t4-121
Since the currents are usually lagging the load bus voltage, im > Z,Thus the line loading

at night is increased.The presence of SMES allows electric power to be transmitted
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P
through the lightly loaded line at night so that the line loading can be reduced during

day.When the load demand is low at night, the transmission line loss is increased by

APM, = (1;, - 1;) X R = 1; X R - 1>L,_,, [4.13]

Compared to the system without SMES, the transmission losses are increased at night

during the charging of SMES and decreased during the day when the SMES is

discharged.The overall savings in transmission energy loss per day is given by

E= (APLM >< 1,,) — (APLH, >< 1,,) [4.14]

Since the increase in transmission losses at night is supplied by low cost base units and

the decrease in transmission losses during the day reduces the power output from the

high cost peak units or even the intermediate units, the savings in fuel cost per day is

given by ,

S = (APM >< td >< FH,) — (APLH, >< 1,, >< FB) [4.15]

where .

F, = fuel cost for the power supplied by the base units.

FH, = fuel cost for the power supplied by the peaking units

The impact of SMES on electric power transmission depends on the location and size

of the SMES system.
n
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4.2 Simulation Study.

This study involves running load flows for each hour of the day with/without the SMES

of different sizes at different locations and studying the various impacts on transmission

as outlined in the introduction of this chapter.The AEP 14 bus system shown in figure

39 was used as the test system, the test data is shown in tables 10&l 1. A typical summer

day profile based on EPRl’s data for SE region [16] was assumed, the load data available

was considered as the peak load data (at 6 P.M) and based on this the load data for the

remaining hours of the day was estimated.The Planner load flow program [22] using the

Gauss- Seidal algorithm was used.The way the SMES is modelled
is,

discussed in section

4.2.1 and the selection of size/rating is discussed in section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Modelling the SMES for the load Hows.

The SMES functions both as a load(during the charging time) and as a generator(during

the discharging time) over a 24 hour period. The converters in a SMES always consume

reactive power(as delayed firing schemes are used in all the designs).Since the reactive

power consumption is a function of the converter dynamics estimating the same would

therefore be arbitrary.There are AC/DC schemes (Using GTO’s [23] and artificially

commuted converters [24] ) by independent real and reactive power control, the con-

verters can be controlled so that it does not introduce any reactive power change for the

operating levels, for this study the use of such schemes is assumed.The SMES bus is

modelled as a load bus, connected to the required bus by a line of very small

impedance.The charge/discharge power of the SMES is the difference between the de-

i
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Table 10. Bus data for test system

BUS TYPEV(p.u) Deg PG QG PD QD QMIN QMAX

GLEN LYN 1 1.06 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0 -40.0 50.0

CLAYTOR 3 1.045 0.0 40.0 - 21.7 12.7 -40.0 50.0

FIELDALE 4 1.01 0.0 0.0 - 94.2 19.0 0.0 40.0

ROANK138 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 47.8 -3.9 - -
HANCK138 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 7.6 1.6 - -
HANCOK34 4 1.07 0.0 0.0 - 11.2 7.5 -6.0 24.0

ROANKMID 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 - ·
ROANKSYN 4 1.09 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 -6.0 24.0

ROANKE34 2 1.0 0.0 · 0.0 29.5 16.6 · - h
I

NORWICH 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 9.0 5.8 - -
MUDLICK 2 1.0 0.0 · 0.0 3.5 1.8 - -
SALEM 2 1.0 0.0 · 0.0 6.1 1.6 - -
MELROSE 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 14.9 5.0 - -
MASON CK 2 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 13.5 5.8 - -
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Table ll. Line data for test system

ST-BUS END-BUS DIST. R(Ohms/mi) X(Ohms/mi LCH(mh0/mi) Vo1(KV)
GLEN LYN CLAYTOR 22 .16776 .5122 .0000126 138
GLEN LYN HANCK138 45 .228655 .9439 .00000574 138
CLAYTOR FIELDALE 42 .21307 .89765 .00000547 138
CLAYTOR ROANK138 43 .25736 .7809 .000004567 138
CLAYTOR HANCK138 35 .30987 .9461 .0000051 138
FIELDALE ROANK138 35 .36461 .9306 .0000052 138
HANCK138 ROANK138 7 .363196 1.1456 .0000096 138
HANCOK34 MUDLICK 1 1.1305 2.3674 0 34.5
HANCOK34 SALEM 12.5 1.1703 2.4358 0 34.5
HANCOK34 MASON CK 1 .78735 1.55 0 34.5
ROANKE34 NORWICH 0.5 .7572 2.011 0 34.5
ROANKE34 MELROSE 1.5 1.0086 2.1454 0 34.5
MELROSE MASON CK 1.5 1.3563 2.7615 0.0 34.5
MASON CK SALEM 1.5 1.5025 1.586 0.0 34.5 ‘

NORWICH MUDLICK 0.9 1.0851 2.541 0 34.5

TRANSFORMER DATA

ST-BUS END BUS R X TURNS RATIO

ROANK138 ROANKMID 0.0 .20912 .978
ROANK138 ROANKE34 0.0 .55618 .969 .

HANCK138 HANCOK34 0.0 .25202 .932
ROANKMIDROANKSYN 0.0 .17615 1.0
ROANKMIDROANKE34 0.0 .11001 1.0

STATIC CAPACITOR DATA

ST BUS CAPACITANCE VOL(KV)

ROANKE34 42.342 34.5
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sired power level and the original for every hour of the day.Therefore during charging

the load bus (SMES bus) has + P, OQ, during standby OP and OQ and during discharging

-P OQ. _

4.2.2 Sizing the SMES.

There are two important parameters that estabilish the capacity of the SMES one is the

size which is the energy that can be stored usually in Mwh.The second is the rating of

the converter this defines the maximum charge/discharge of the SMES at a given

instant.The specific cost of both come down with increased size.[25] The size recom-

mended is 10% of system capacity.Let the SMES charge from ro to t, hours.Let it dis-

charge from td, to rd, Let the load value with SMES in system be SPC and SPD during

the charging and discharging times.

tß

A1:] (L — SPC)d t [4.15]
to

{d2
A2:] (L — SPD)d t [4.16]

tax

A2=A1><17 [4.17]

The rating of the converter should be 2 the maximum charge/discharge.For a typical

load curve it is the maximum charge that decides the 1imit( Because the charging is over
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a shorter time, therefore maximum charge > maximum discharge). If PC, is the con-

verter rating, P,,,,,, and P,„,,, are the minimum and the peak of the load then the limits are

SPC — Pmm S PC, [4.18]

Pmax — SPD S PC,
1

[4.19]

For this study SMES of 100 Mwh 20 MW and 200 Mwh 40 MW were chosen.

4.3 Case Studies.

4.3.1 Case 1(system without SMES) Base case .

Based on the load curve shown in figure 40, transmission loss of the system was obtained

from the load flow on an hourly basis and is plotted in figure 41.The shape of the

transmission load curve has a close resemblance to the original load curve.To study the

impact on line loadings only the peak load hours is considered (6 P.M) Ten transmission

lines are loaded beyond 85%.Six 138 Kv lines are loaded beyond 85%, with four of them

beyond 90%.The line loading is shown in table 12.
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l
4.3.2 Case 2 with SMES

i

SMES is introduced in the system there are 4 sub cases with SMES of two different sizes

in two locations each.The SMES is charged from base unit power for 8 hours from 12

A.M to 8 A.M.It is discharged from ll A.M to 11 P.M with SMES the system peak is

reduced to 228 MW.The methodology used to compute the savings in transrnission loss

energy is explained in section 4.3.3.For all the sub cases the transmission loss curves for

different locations/sizes is shown in figure 41.

Case 2a 200 Mwh location A This location has local generation, is close to other

generators and is far away from the major loads. The transmission loss curve, shows the

transmission losses are increased during the charging period and is decreased during the
U

discharging period(compared to the base case).The daily reduction loss in transmission

loss energy is 1.95% and the daily reduction in fuel cost for transmission loss compared

to the base case is 10.16% The transmission line loading (at peak load) has“only slightly

improved over the base case.Out of the seven 138 Kv lines, the loading of four lines are

reduced but the loading of the other three lines are increased.Five 138 Kv lines are

loaded beyond 85%f with three of them beyond 90%.Totally there are nine lines loaded

beyond 85%.

Case 2b 200 Mwh location B. This location has a relatively heavy load, close to other

major loads, but is far away from the generators. During the charging period when the

load demand is low the increase is higher than the base case and case 2a.The daily re-

duction in transmission energy losses relative to the total daily transmission energy loss

of the original system is 4.0% and the daily reduction in fuel cost compared to the base

case is 21.44%.

.
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Case 2c 100 Mwh location A The transmission loss pattern is similar to case 2a except
that it is closer to the base case, the reduction in transmission energy loss is 1.35% and
the reduction in fuel cost is 6.49%.The improvement in transmission line loading is only
marginally better than the base case, total 9 lines are loaded beyond 85%.5 of the 138
Kv lines are loaded beyond 85% with two of them over 90%.

Case 2d 100 Mwh location B The transmission loss pattem is similar to case 2b.The re-

duction in transmission energy loss is 3.14% and the reduction in fuel cost is 12.83%.5
lines are loaded beyond 85% and only 1 138 Kv line is loaded beyond 85%.

The above results indicate from the viewpoint of transmission line loading it is better to

put the SMES system(for diurnal load levelling applications) in the proximity of major

loads.The smaller the SMES the less effective in transmission loss/loading benefits this

is because less peak/intermediate units are being replaced during peak load hours and the
‘ base load units operate at lower power levels to charge up the SMES at light load hours.

In cases where SMES is designed solely for the purpose of system stabilization, stabili-

zation control will be more effective if the SMES is located close to the generator [23,26].

4.3.3 Methodology of estimating total savings in transmission loss energy.

Compared to the base case, the transmission losses are increased during the SMES

charging hours when the load demand is low, and are reduced during the SMES dis-

charging hours when the load demand is high.Since transmission losses are much higher

when the system lo.ad is high, the latter is larger than the former.With the SMES in the

system consider the reduction in transmission energy losses compared to the original

system(without the SMES) be x%.Due to the difference in the cost of fuel being used
to supply the transmission losses for systems with and without SMES, the savings for
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the fuel cost for transmission losses is more than x%.The savings is from two

sources.Firstly, during the SMES discharging hours, its power output replaces those of

the expensive peak units and some of the intermediate units.Since these units would

provide their share of the losses if they are connected to the system, their replacement

by the SMES causes a reduction in the fuel cost of the transrnission losses.Secondly the

transmission losses supplied by the SMES when it is discharged and the increase in
transrnission losses when it is charged come from low cost base units operating at higher

output levels (than those in the original system without SMES ) at light-load hours.Since

the generator heat rate decrease with higher level of output power, the same amount of

electrical energy can be generated at a lower S/Mwh.

Mathematical representation
U

The following variables are defined thus
P„, = Peak load

Pb = load upto which the base load units operate = kb >< P,„ (kb = 0.8)

P, = load upto which the base and all the intermediate load units operate = ki >< P,„ (

Q kb = 0.95)

Eb, = Transmission loss corresponding a load of Pb occurring at time tb hours.

Z, = Transmission loss corresponding a load of P, occurring at time zb hours.

7] = Transmission loss at any time t

IQ = Specific fuel consumption in Mbtu/Mwh for peak load units

IQ = Specific fuel consumption in Mbtu/Mwh for intermediate load units.

Fb = Specific fuel consumption in Mbtu/Mwh for base load units

Cb = Specific fuel cost in S/Mbtu for peak load units

Cb = Specific fuel cost in $/Mbtu for intermediate load units.

Cb = Specific fuel cost in S/Mbtu for base load units

When

i
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71 S- ylbs

Cost = Fb >< Cb >< 7) [4.21]

711$ T1$ 711;:

COS! = E >< Cb >< (% - %„—) + Fb >< Cb >< %b [4-22]

T12 7]:

COS! = Fp >< Cb >< (71-%) + E >< C1X(711" ,17bs) + Fb >< Cb >< Tlbs [4-23]

The cost of the transmission loss is computed using the above method as follows.

From [16] the base load capacity, intermediate load capacity and peak load capacity was

fixed as 80%, 15% and 5% of peak load.For the 14 Bus system with a peak load of 259 I
(MW the base load units would be on until the load is 207.2 MW (0.8 * 259), then base

and intermediate load units supply the system load upto 246 MW (0.95*259), beyond

246 MW all units together would supply the system load upto 259 MW. .The corre-

sponding transmission losses is 8.2 MW (i.e when the base load capacity of 207.2 MW

is reached), the corresponding transmission loss when intermediate load capacity is

reached is 11.98 MW( when the load is 246 MW), Peaking units are on when trans-

mission losses are greater than 11.98 MW.

The transmission loss value is available on an hourly basis for the different cases ( base

case, SMES at location A, SMES atIlocation B ). The energy for supplying the trans-

mission losses comes from either base units, intermediate units or the peak units.The
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S/MWH for the three sources is computed from [16] from the specific fuel costs and the

specific fuel consumptions and is as follows

Base load units S/MWIYI = 23.59(10.04 * 2.35)

Intermediate load units S/MWH = 72.57(11.8 * 6.15)

Peak load units $/MWH = 114.1 (14 * 8.15)

The value of the transmission loss (available each hour for the different cases) can

therefore indicate the sources supplying the energy and the cost of supplying that energy

can be computed accordingly.For the 14 bus problem

T.L < 8.2 MW

S/H = 23.59 * T.L

11.98 S T.L S 8.2

S/H = 72.57 * (T.L - 8.2) + 8.2 * 23.59 _
‘ T.L 2 11.98

S/I—I = 114.1 * (T.L -11.98)+ 72.57 * (11.98 - 8.2) + 23.59 * 8.2

Based on the above logic the transmission loss energy cost are computed on an hourly

basis for a 24 hour period for the different cases.

4.4 Savings due to producing cheaper energy.

For the test system almost all the power comes from the swing generator.The swing

generator output for all the 3 case is shown in table 14.In an actual power system there

would be base units, intermediate units and peak units and though in this test system it

comes only from one generator the computer model is built to take into account all the

three types of units. From EPRI [16] regional data the heat rates for 100%, 75%, 50%
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Table 12. A comparison of the transmission line loadings between the original system and system
equipped with SMES of dil’l‘erent ratin

Line Original System 40MW,200Mwh 20MW,100Mwh
Number (without SMES)

at location A at location B at location A at location B

1 96.93 78.39 79.00 84.36 84.68

2 92.41 85.42 80.90 87.68 84.53
3 89.95 91.07 66.11 90.71 73.56

4 92.08 95.30 84.13 94.27 86.65 —

5 l 85.27 90.65 80.66 88.92 82.15

6 79.73 76.60 27.53 77.60 42.93
7 90.73 86.87 74.97 87.99 79.94

8 76.55 75.82 73.45 76.00 74.36

9 15.55 15.55 15.45 15.54 15.45

10 87.50 87.46 87.50 87.35 86.96

11 43.13 43.47 44.86 43.40 44.33

12 73.00 73.33 74.47 _ 73.20 74.00

13 40.92 40.50 39.08 40.58 39.67

14 51.78 51.67 51.88 51.11 51.88

15 49.11 48.11 45.22 48.44 46.44

16 90.70 90.97 92.12 90.90 91.72

17 77.10 77.38 78.43 77.29 78.09

18 87.94 87.59 86.84 87.70 87.23

19 75.52 75.43 74.83 75.47 75.00
20 85.03 85.29 86.26 85.21 85.88
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Table 13. A comparison of the reduction in transmission losses and the reduction in fuel cost

40MW, 200 Mwh 20MW, 100Mwh
location a location b location a location b

Daily reduction in
transmission energy
losses relative to 1.95% 4.00% 1.35% 3.14
the total daily trans-
mission losses of the
original system ‘

Daily reduction in fuel
cost for transmission
losses relative to 10.16% 21.44% 6.49% 12.83
daily fuel cost for
total transmission
losses of original system
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and 25% output for a typical base load, intermediate load and peak load plants, and the

fuel cost are available. As the heat rates and the fuel cost data is available at four output

values assuming a linear relationship between them the S/Mwh vs P curve was generated

in the computer model. The cost of producing energy for the 24 hour period is shown

below.The savings in energy is due to 2 reasons.(a)Operating the base load generators

in the night at a higher rating from the efliciency curve the specific cost of energy is

cheaper (b)Highest specific cost in the base case is during peak load hours when the

peaking units have to come on, now they are replaced by the quick responding SMES

discharging the cheap base power.

Size/Rating Base SMES-A SMES-B

20MW/100Mwh 172,241 145,738 145,212

4.5 Impact of SMES on planning.

When a transmission system is heavily loaded and there are indications that the load

would be increased some more, the SMES system could provide a short term solution

by enhancing the utilization of the existing transmission facility.

A study has been conducted to investigate this aspect.The load at location C(shown in

figure 39) is projected to be increased by 25MW with a power factor of 0.7.This consti-

tutes a 9.7% increase in the overall system peak load.The transmission line loading of
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Table 14. The swing generator output for 24 hour period.

hour base SMES·A SMES-B

0 146.48 146.48 146.48
1 127.09 126.02 125.48
2 116.10 125.93 125.71
3 110.57 127.82 127.96
4 _ 105.04 126.34 126.76
5 105.04 126.37 126.8
6 113.28 127.92 127.98
7 129.84 128.90 128.18
8 152.02 152.02 152.02
9 171.63 171.63 171.63
10 185.79 185.79 185.79
11 194.27 194.27 194.27
12 199.94 199.94 199.94
13 205.74 205.74 205.74
14 211.45 207.55 206.74
15 217.17 206.01 204.79
16 222.90 206.43 204.77
17 228.77 206.71 204.73
18 231.65 207.61 205.68
19 222.90 210.59 209.63

_

20 211.45 205.74 205.74
21 211.45 207.66 209.94
22 199.94 199.94 199.94
23 177.24 177.24 177.24
24 157.57 157.74 157.74
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the original system (without SMES) with this change is shown in Table 17. Four 138-Kv t

lines are loaded beyond their capacities with two more loaded beyond 95%.

With SMES system(40 MW, 200 Mwh, 97% roundtrip efliciency) installed at location

B and performing diurnal load levelling,some of the electric power that needs to be

transferred could be transferred at lightly loaded hours to the SMES at location B, which

is close to the major loads.During the peak hours, the energy stored in the SMES is

discharged to supply part of the load and the transmission lines have room to transfer

more power.The line loading of the system with the 40 MW SMES system is shown in

table 15.

4.6 Power Flow Control

Control ofAC power flow is a major problem in the existing transmissiom networks.The

paths for ac power flows are determined by the electrical characterstics of the network

such as voltage magnitudes and phase angles and line impedances.Consequently, the

actual path, of power flow for a simple power transaction between two utilities could »

be more extreme than the contractual path.Co0rdination and planning by intervening

utilities may be required.This phenomenon is known as loop flow.This section shows

that SMES when connected in an asynchronous configuration as discussed in Chapter

3 can provide power flow control.

Consider figure 42, Ll and L2 are the 2 parrelel ac lines.Line L1 has the SMES/dc

link.Bus l and Bus 3 can be considered as the generator and load bus (100 MW, 50

l
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Table 15. A comparison of the maximum transmission line loading for system with/without SMES

System Equipped with Original
Line 40MW, 200Mwh System
Number SMES at location B (without SMES)

1 90.86 108.46
2 91.70 103.25
3 71.35 95.55
4 97.45 105.07
5 · 91.73 96.04

6 15.93 71.87
7 90.91 106.19
8 82.27 85.82
9 15.73 15.82
10 88.93 89.92
11 38.07 35.73

4
_

l
12 70.60 68.87
13 43.83 45.92
14 51.67 51.44
15 55.78 60.00
16 93.85 92.82
17 77.05 75.71
18 87.51 88.57
19 88.57 90.52
20 84.38 83.06
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MVAR), the impedances have been chosen to represent a length of 50 miles.C2 and C3

are the converters at the two ends of the link, each of which is capable of performing

independant real and reactive power control.SMES/dc link in this configuration is ca-

pable of performing simultaneous charging/discharging and power transfer.This study
discusses the various modes of power transfer (real and reactive), between bus 1 and bus

3 to bring out the range of control possibilities.As independant real and reactive control

was considered the SMES/dc link operation in the system could be simulated using AC

load flow program.The 2 ends of the link are seen by the ac system as load buses with

corresponding real and reactive power injections.The system data for the test sytem is

shown in table 16 .4.6.1 Case studies. I
The base case is without the link.Ll and L2 are 2 ac lines.6 other cases are studied.C2
in all the 6 cases is operated at unity power factor. C3 is operated either under unity

power factor (cases 1, 3, 5) or supplying 30 MVAR to the system (cases 2, 4, 6).P-C2

(power into C2) is made equal to P-C3 (power out of C3) for cases 1, 2, 5 & 6 (This is

similar to a hvdc link). For cases 3 & 4 the simultaneous charge/ discharge property and

power transfer of the link is utilized, therefore some stored energy is discharged through

C3 to supplement the ongoing power transfer.

Tables 17, 18, 19 show the line flows, line losses and the voltages for this system for the

various cases outlined above. Results in table 17 show that direct power flow control

in L1 can be exercised through the control of C2.The line flows shown in table 17 are
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Bus Data
Bus No V ANG PG(MW) QG(MVR)PD(MW) QD(MVR)Type

1.04 0.0 Swing1 1.02 0.0 75 0.0 0.0 Gen2--—-100.0 50.0 LoadLine Data ·
Line No Distance F-Bus T-Bus R X Chaxging MVR1 50 1 2 10 40 52 48 1 2 9.5 38 5

,
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measured at bus 1 and thus include line losses.There is also an indirect control on the

power flow in L2, for eg in case 5, the real power flow in L2 can be reduced by increasing

the real power flow in Ll.lf L2 represents a group ofparellel lines a group control would

be achieved. For eg any one of the parellel lines is experiencing a heavy loading L1 flow

can be increased temporarily, which would therefore reduce the flows in all the lines

comprising of L2.

The overall loading of a line is determined by its real and reactive power loading.In

conventional converter technologies (without independant P and Q control) both ends

of the link would absorb reactive power thus burdening the system with additional load

and if the consumption is large could effect the voltage profile of the system. As in all

cases considered C2 is operated at unity power factor, the reactive power flow in L1 is

mainly due to line losses, therefore for the same amount of real power transfer, this re-

duction in reactive power flow results in decrease in overall line loading for Ll.As shown

in table 18 real and reactive power losses in L1 are also reduced.

Since the SMES/dc link does not transmit reactive power, the reactive pewer needs to

be transmitted by L2. For case 1 therefore the line loading of L2 is increased substan—

tially over the base case.However when C3 is operated to supply 30 MVAR (cases 2, 4 .

& 6) only 20 MVAR has to be supplied by L2 the line loading in L2 is considerably re-

duced. (i.e the loading of L2 and the overall line losses for cases 2, 4 & 6 is much less

than for the corresponding cases 1, 3, & 5 without reactive power support).
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Table 17. Line Loadings.

Case P-C2 P—C3 Q-C3 P-L1 Q-L1 S-L1 P—L2 Q-L2 S-L2

MW MW MVAR MW MVAR MVA MW MVAR MVA

' Base 52.93 29.17 60.44 50.64 27.58 57.67
1 50 50 0 51.27 1.22 51.28 53.42 59.96 80.30
2 50 50 30 51.27 1.22 51.28 51.68 22.78 56.47
3 50 60 0 51.27 1.22 51.28 42.72 57.17 71.37

4 50 60 30 51.27 1.22 51.28 41.13 20.57 45.99
5 60 60 0 61.85 3.59 61.95 42.72 57.17 71.37
6 60 60 . 30 61.85 3.59 61.95 41.13 20.57 45.99

l
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Table 18. Line Losses.

Case P-C2 P-C3 Q-C3 PL·L1 QL-L1 PL-L2 QL-L2 PL QL
(L1+ L2) (L1 + L2)

MW MW MVAR MW MVAR MW MVAR MW MVAR

Base 1.81 3.6 1.76 3.116 3.57 6.7

1 50 50 0 1.27 1.22 3.41 9.939 4.68 11.16

2 50 50 30 1.27 1.22 1.68 2.765 2.95 3.99

3 50 60 0 1.27 1.22 2.71 7.148 3.98 8.37

4 50 60 30 1.27 1.22 1.123 .545 2.39 1.765

5 60 60 0 1.85 3.59 2.71 7.148 4.56 10.74

6 60 60 30 1.85 3.59 1.123 .545 2.97 4.14
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Table 19. Voltages.

Case PD-2 PD-3 Q-3 V-1 ANGLE V-2 ANGLE V-3 ANGLE

MW MW MVR pu deg pu deg pu deg

0 1.02 -.066 0.936 -5.509

1 50 50 0 1.02 -.08 0.9935 -5.79 0.868 -5.2183

2 50 50 30 1.02 -.059 0.9935 -5.77 0.947 -5.72

3 50 60 0 1.02 0.049 0.993 -5.667 0.877 -3.68

4 50 60 30 1.02 0.068 0.993 -5.648 .954 -4.31

5 60 60 0 1.02 -.078 0.985 -6.985 0.877 -3.813

6 60 60 30 1.02 -.059 0.985 -6.965 0.954 -4.438
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4.6.2 Multiterminal link

The basic principle of a two-terminal SMES/dc link can be extended to develop a n-

terminal SMES/dc link. Figure 43 shows the schematic diagram of a n-terrninal

SMES/dc link interconnecting n ac transmission lines. Each line is connected to the link

through an ac/dc converter which can be operated in the rectifier, inverter, or standby

mode. The ac/dc converters are connected in series on the dc side to form a multitermi-

nal dc link which allows power interchange between any two or more of the n lines. The

SMES system is connected in series with the converters so that the SMES unit can be

charged from or discharged to any of the n lines.

When applied at strategic location, a multiterminal SMES/dc link can play an important

role in electric power transmission. Firstly, the real power flow in each line as well as real

.power transfers between lines at the SMES/dc link are under direct control. Conse-
”

quently, the loop flow problem discussed in introduction of this section can be mini-

mized.

Secondly, with the SMES/dc link, power transfer does not need to take place imme-

diately when the power is needed. Power can be transmitted to the link from one ac line

when this line is not heavily loaded, stored in the SMES unit, and later transmitted to

where it is needed through another ac line. Making use of relevant load forecasting in-

formation, the loadings of ac lines can be "scheduled" so that power can be arranged

to be transmitted during light load hours in order to reduce the line loadings during

heavy load hours. As discussed earlier in this chapter transrnitting the same amount of

l
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power at low current levels rather than high current levels would also reduce trans-

mission losses and costs.

Thirdly, using advanced converter technology, the SMES/link can also provide reactive

power so that the need to transmit reactive power over long distances can be minimized.

This would result in further reduction of line loadings as well as line losses. Coordinat—

ing reactive power control with the scheduling of real power transmission, an existing

transmission facility can transfer more power over a 24—hour period. Through the use

of SMES/dc links, utilization of existing transmission networks can be enhanced.
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5.0 Conclusions

The applications of SMES in Power Systems were explored.Three areas were identified,

SMES in conjunction with PV, SMES used as an asynchronous link and the improve-

ment of power transmission through the use of SMES.

Chapter 2 showed that a SMES system can enhance large scale utilization of PV

generation.A hybrid SMES/PV scheme was developed and modelled accordingly and the

results show that power output from a SMES system can be used to smooth out PV

power fluctuations, so that the combined PV/SMES output is smooth and dispatchable

under different weather conditions.Furthermore, the land occupied by an underground

SMES system is more effectively used if PV arrays is installed on the surface.

Chapter 3 introduced the concept that SMES can be incorporated into a back—to-back

DC link. This is shown to combine the benefits of energy storage, asynchronous con-

nection and interconnection.The different modes of operation for interconnecting 2

power systems was shown.The extension of this concept for interconnecting n power

systems was il1ustrated.A computer model was developed to demonstrate different modes5.0 Conclusions l27



of operation for a two system operation and the results demonstrated limitations like

high reactive power consumptions at low power levels and standby modes and also a

limit to the maximum power that can be transferred when there is a requirement of si-

multaneous power transfer and charging/ discharging. The control of such a scheme

was developed and the EMTP was used to demonstrate the control for various modes

of operation for a two system operation.A Battery/DC link was also discussed.The eco-

nomic benefits of a SMES/DC link over pure power interchange, pure SMES operation

and Battery/DC link was shown.

Chapter 4 demonstrated that a SMES intended for diurnal load levelling can also provide

improvement in the transmission of electric power.With SMES operation, the trans-

mission line loading during peak-load hours is shown to decrease, the transmission losses

are reduced and the cost of fuel for transmission losses reduces even further.The results

also demonstarted the better utilization of existing transmission facility.The results

showed that from the viewpoint of reducing transrnission losses and transmission line

loading, considerable benefits are derived when the SMES is located near major loads.

SMES when used as an asynchronous link was shown to provide power flow control

5.1 Further Work

If large scale SMES are envisaged in the the future, work can be done in incorporating .

the SMES into the AGC algorithm.There are three factors to be considered (a) Esti-

mating the cost of SMES power for the economic dispatch section (which was discussed
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in section 3.4.2) (b) Response rates of the SMES (which are very high) to be considered

when committing the units (c) As there is considerable reactive power consumption es—

pecially at low power requirements this would have to be effectively cost penalized.

Another area of possible work would be the modification of the ac/dc load flow program

to provide capability of having an SMES link in the system.The dc equations giving the

power relation between the two converters would have to be modified, as energy can be

stored in the SMES/Link instead of merely being dissipated in the resistance of a DC

link.
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Appendix A. Model Results on BPA SMES

system

The BPA SMES test system data is found in [1] the parameters used by the program are
D

listed below, these were used to validate the computer model developed in section 3.2.2.

Size 30 MJ

Current Rating SKA

Voltage across magnet 2.SKV(two six pulse bridges of 1.25 Kv

each)

Inductor 2.6H S

Tap Range + /- 5%

The variation of Id, Vd, P,„,„ , Q,„,„ from the model are plotted for 15 seconds.There is

close agreement between the model and the actual system.The model results are on the

left coloum of the figure.

l

i
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Figure 44. Model Results for BPA system
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